The most dynamic, responsive and agile Land Rover yet, the all-new 2014 Range Rover Sport combines unsurpassed all-terrain capability with athletic styling, sophisticated technologies and exceptional agility, taking the Land Rover driving experience to truly unprecedented levels.

To enhance your Range Rover Sport experience, Land Rover offers a selection of high-quality, precision-engineered accessories that augment the Range Rover Sport vehicle’s functionality while helping you customize it to your individual tastes.

Whether it’s a stunning set of alloy wheels, personalized tread plates, deployable side steps or one of the many innovative cargo-carrying solutions, there’s a Land Rover accessory to fulfill your quest.

In addition, most Land Rover accessories can be added at any stage during your vehicle’s life. Please check with your Land Rover Retailer for details.
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Just as all Land Rover vehicles deliver outstanding on- and off-road performance, so do the extensive range of Land Rover engineering-approved accessories. As a complement to the Land Rover owner’s lifestyle, these accessories are engineered to ensure seamless integration with Land Rover vehicles.

KIT has no equal — ranking above any aftermarket counterpart — when it comes to proper performance with Land Rovers. Here’s why:

**PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS**
Using the latest predictive stress analysis methods validates the safety and durability of Land Rover KIT.

**VIRTUAL ENGINEERING**
Computer-Aided Design helps ensure that accessories are conceived to complement the vehicle’s lines and stylish looks. This ensures the high quality of fit and finish one expects from Land Rover.

**ENVIRONMENTAL**
Different climates provide different challenges for these accessories. Land Rover KIT is tested under a range of climate conditions to ensure quality performance.

**DURABILITY**
All accessories undergo the same test plan as the vehicles themselves — rigorously analyzed far beyond the extremes of normal customer use.

**RIG TESTING**
Heavily integrated parts, such as roof bars, are developed and tested very early on during vehicle development to ensure seamless compatibility.

**WARRANTY**
Every accessory includes a warranty that begins on the date of purchase of the accessory and is covered for 12 months unlimited mileage or the balance of the new vehicle/emissions warranty, whichever is greater. See your Retailer for details.

KIT: The Land Rover Retailer-fitted vehicle accessory range engineered specifically for Land Rovers.

Why Buy Genuine Land Rover KIT?
WHEELS

Both beautiful and durable, alloy wheels help set your Range Rover Sport apart while reflecting your personal taste. Select from four sizes and a variety of striking designs and finishes — all engineered to the same exacting Land Rover standards as your vehicle’s original wheels.
Please note: When choosing vehicles fitted with specific wheel and tire combinations or optional wheels and tires, your intended use of the vehicle should be considered. Wheels with larger diameters and lower profile tires will offer benefits in road holding and handling, but may be more vulnerable in some off-road conditions. Please discuss your requirements with your Land Rover Retailer when selecting your vehicle and specification.
22-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)  
Technical Gray Finish — VPLWW0087  
Note: Will not fit the 5 + 2-seat model Range Rover Sport.

Locking Wheel Nuts  
These attractive Locking Wheel Nuts help prevent wheel theft. They can be removed only with an accompanying tool.  
Chrome (Set of four) — VUB504120  
Black (Set of four) — VPLWW0093

Snow Traction System  
Enhances traction on snow and ice-covered roads.  
For rear wheels in the following tire sizes: 235/65 R19; 255/55 R20; 275/45 R21; 275/40 R22.  
LR005737

22-inch 5-Split Spoke Alloy Wheel (Rim only)  
Gloss Black Finish — VPLWW0089  
Note: Will not fit the 5 + 2-seat model Range Rover Sport.

Wheel Lug Nuts  
High Gloss Black (Set of 20) — VPLWW0078

Tire Repair Kit (Not pictured.)  
5-seat vehicles only  
Compressor — LR014972  
Sealant — LR015390  
Foam — LR034913
Please note: When choosing vehicles fitted with specific wheel and tire combinations or optional wheels and tires, your intended use of the vehicle should be considered. Wheels with larger diameters and lower profile tires will offer benefits in road holding and handling, but may be more vulnerable in some off-road conditions. Please discuss your requirements with your Land Rover Retailer when selecting your vehicle and specification.

Valve Stem Caps
Enable the Land Rover presence to permeate every detail of your Range Rover Sport — right down to its valve stem caps. Compatible with the Tire Pressure Monitoring System.
Range Rover Logo — LR027663
Union Jack Logo — LR027664
Black Union Jack Logo — LR027666
Land Rover Logo — LR027560
N₂ “Nitrogen” Logo — VPLFY0071

Space Saver Spare Wheel (Not pictured.)
LR033229

Tire Pressure Gauge
This convenient accessory features an LED light, a rotating nozzle and a tread depth gauge.
VPLVW0077
EXTERIOR

From mirror caps and side steps to bodyside moldings and license plate frames, Land Rover offers myriad ways to accentuate your Range Rover Sport while enhancing its functionality.

Stainless Steel Undershield
This off-road-inspired shield features a premium, bright stainless steel finish.
Front — VPLWP0162
Rear — VPLWP0163
Rear (Towing-compatible) — VPLWP0164

Fixed Side Steps
Displaying embossed Range Rover branding, these steps provide easy access to the cabin and roof area. Not compatible with the Wade Sensing feature.
VPLGP0114
Bright Side Tubes
These polished stainless-steel tubes complement your vehicle’s sporty appearance while helping to protect it in off-road conditions.
VPLWP0154

Bodyside Moldings
These primed bodyside moldings, which can be painted by your retailer to match your vehicle’s finish, help protect your doors from dings and scratches.
VPLWP0159

Noble Chrome Mirror Caps
Accentuate the exterior of your Range Rover Sport with these eye-catching mirror caps.
VPLGB0073

Deployable Side Steps
Smartly stowed under the sills, these steps automatically deploy when the door is opened or when activated by the key fob.
Right-hand side — VPLWP0192
Left-hand side — VPLWP0191
Electronic Control Unit — VPLWP0177
Fender Cladding — VPLWP0173
Installation Kit (5-seat models only) — VPLWP0178
Installation Kit (5 + 2-seat models) — VPLWP0179
Front Mudflaps (Supplied as a pair)
Help protect your Range Rover Sport from dirt, mud and small debris.
VPLWP0165
For vehicles with Deployable Side Steps — VPLWP0167

Rear Mudflaps (Supplied as a pair)
VPLWP0166

Land Rover Logo Plates
Celebrate your Range Rover Sport with a stylish Land Rover Logo Plate that features an attractive domed raised medallion.
Brushed Silver — LR007528
Matte Black — LR007529
License Plate Frames
Make a striking first impression with a stylish License Plate Frame.
Carbon Fiber Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack — VPLFY0063
Polished Steel Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack — VPLFY0065
Brushed Steel Land Rover Logo with Black Union Jack — VPLFY0066
Matte Black Finish with Range Rover Logo — LRN61610
Brushed Silver Finish with Range Rover Logo — LRN61620
Polished Silver Finish with Range Rover Logo — LRN61630
Carbon Fiber Slimline — VPLFY0064
Matte Black Finish Slimline — LRN91640
Brushed Silver Finish Slimline — LRN91650
Polished Silver Finish Slimline — LRN91660
Matte Black Finish with Land Rover Logo — LRN91610
Brushed Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo — LRN91620
Polished Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo — LRN91630
CARRYING AND TOWING

Whether looking to haul sports gear or organize goods neatly inside your vehicle, Land Rover has an accessory to assist you.

Roof Rails
Engineered and positioned for optimal weight distribution of cargo, these flush-fitting Roof Rails are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Requires Roof Rail Ditch Finishers for installation. Load capacity: 220 lbs.
Black Finish — VPLWR0104
Silver Finish — VPLWR0103
Black Ditch Finishers — VPLWR0108
Silver Ditch Finishers — VPLWR0109

Roof Crossbars
Along with their bright finish and aerodynamic profile that help minimize wind noise and resistance, the crossbars’ T-track design helps maximize space for multiple accessories. Requires Roof Rails (VPLWR0104 or VPLWR0103).
VPLGR0102
Luggage Carrier*
Secure luggage on top of your Range Rover Sport with this sturdy, roof-mounted carrier (165-lb. load capacity). Requires Roof Rails and Crossbars.
LR006848

Luggage Box*
With power-grip mounting for quick attachment to the roof bars, this durable Luggage Box, measuring 81” long x 33” wide x 17” tall, features a gloss black finish and conveniently opens from either side. Lockable for security. Requires Roof Rails and Crossbars. Load capacity: 165 lbs.
VPLVR0062

Large Sports Roof Box*
Capable of accommodating four pairs of skis or five snowboards, this extra large roof box features a power-click quick-mounting system for easy and secure attachment while an integrated non-slip mat surface helps keep your load in place. Load capacity: 165 lbs.
VPLWR0100

Ski/Snowboard Carrier*
This lockable carrier can handle either four pairs of skis or two snowboards (79-lb. load capacity). The slide rails facilitate quick, convenient loading. Requires Roof Rails and Crossbars.
LR006849

*Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.
Sports Roof Box*
Measuring 68" long x 32" wide x 17" tall, this handy box can carry a range of sporting items. An internal retention system keeps skis and other long pieces of equipment in place. Lockable for security. Load capacity: 165 lbs.
VPLVR0061

Aqua Sports Carrier*
Consider this premium carrier that can easily transport a kayak, canoe, surfboard or sailboard. Along with a lockable multi-purpose holder for carrying a mast, oars or paddles, the carrier tilts to facilitate easy loading and unloading, and includes lockable straps and rubber supports for optimal weight distribution.
VPLGR0107

*Beware: Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.

Bungee Cargo Net
Ideally suited to work with the luggage carrier (LR006848), this durable cargo net enables you to tie down different-sized belongings, thanks to its flexible design.
LR005083

Lashing Eye Kit
This kit provides six additional tie-down points for use with T-slots on Crossbars.
VUBS03160
Ratchet Strap
Secure items to the Luggage Carrier, Crossbars or Expedition Roof Rack with this convenient Ratchet Strap.
CAR500010

Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails
Firmly hold luggage in place during transport. Requires the Luggage Retention Kit (VPLG50171), sold separately.
5-Seat Vehicles — VPLWS0242
5 + 2-Seat Vehicles — VPLWS0243

Aperture Retention Net
Retain items in your Range Rover Sport loadspace with this handy, flexible net.
VPLWS0206

Roof Box Garage Lifting Aid
This garage ceiling-mounted pulley system allows you to lift equipment onto your Range Rover Sport with ease. It can also be used for conveniently storing the roof box when removed from the vehicle.
VPLVR0096
Luggage/Load Retention Net
Secure items in your loadspace with a flexible Luggage/Load Retention Net. With its pair of 78" ratchet straps, the net works with tie-down points on the loadspace floor to hold your cargo in place. (Pictured here in the Range Rover.)
VUB503130

Luggage Retention Kit
The package includes attachments that quickly lock to — and release from — the loadspace rails, providing flexible stowage options in your Range Rover Sport. Requires Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails (VPLWS0242 or VPLWS0243). VPLGS0171

Cargo Barrier
Keep cargo from entering the passenger compartment with this handy divider. An integral hatch allows for the carrying of longer items, such as skis. Compatible with Loadspace Rubber Mat, Loadspace Rigid Liner, Loadspace Rail System and Parcel Shelf Roller Blind. Full-Height — VPLWS0235
Half-Height — VPLWS0236

Loadspace Divider
An enhancement to the Cargo Barrier, the partition can be easily installed or removed to divide the loadspace. Requires either Full-Height or Half-Height Cargo Barrier. VPLWS0237
Collapsible Cargo Carrier
Keep items from shifting during transport with this Collapsible Cargo Carrier which includes dividers to separate your goods for added convenience.
EEA500050PVJ

Loadspace Rubber Mat
Protect your vehicle’s rear loadspace with this waterproof Range Rover-branded mat which includes a retaining lip and a non-slip surface.
VPLWS0225

Loadspace Rubber Mat Extension
Shield the rear seatbacks when folded with this rubber mat extension. Works in conjunction with Loadspace Rubber Mat.
VPLWS0223

Loadspace Waterproof Liner
Offers extra protection for loadspace and the second-row seatback.
VPLWS0227

Loadspace Liner Tray
Made from durable rubber, the tray helps shield the loadspace floor and side wall carpets from wet and/or dirty cargo.
VPLWS0224

Loadspace Liner Tray (Shallow)
A raised lip on three sides helps protect the loadspace floor from mud and wet/dirty equipment.
VPLWS0226
Loadspace Security Box
Made from steel and employing a tough anti-drill lock, the security box provides space for laptops (up to a 15" screen) with case, or other similar-sized items. Attaches to the Loadspace Luggage Floor Rails.
VPLVS0183

Bike Carrier
Securely transport your bike on the roof of your Range Rover Sport with this durable, lockable carrier which conveniently requires no disassembly of the bike. Note: Range Rover bike is a concept only.
VPLFR0091

Bike Carrier*
(Ride-ready)
Transport up to four bicycles with this rack that works with the Tow Hitch Receiver. Swings away from the vehicle for easy access to the loadspace. Features a bike lock and a hitch lock. (Pictured here on the LR3, although it also fits the Range Rover Sport.) Requires the Tow Hitch Receiver.
LR008387

Tow Hitch Receiver
Tow your boat or trailer with this sturdy hitch receiver. Load capacity: 7,716 lbs. (The Trailer Hitch Kit and Towing Electrics Kit are sold separately.)
VPLWT0113
Bumper Fitting Kit (Dark Atlas) — VPLWB0136
Bumper Fitting Kit (Gloss Black) — VPLWB0137
Bumper Fitting Kit (Light Atlas) — VPLWB0139
Towing Electrics (combined 7 & 4 PIN)
Power and light your trailer with sockets inserted in the rear bumper of your Range Rover Sport. Requires the Trailer Hitch Kit (VPLWY0083) and offered for use with the Tow Hitch Receiver (VPLWT0113).

VPLWT0115

Towing Tracking Target Sticker
Required for vehicles fitted with the Tow Assist option.

LR021589

NOTES:
• The Tracking Target Sticker is required for vehicles fitted with the Tow Assist option. Please contact your Land Rover retailer for details.
• These accessories are not suitable for trailers fitted with rear-mounted LED lamps.

*Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof-mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.

Trailer Hitch Kit
For use when trailering with your Range Rover Sport. Requires the Tow Hitch Receiver (VPLWT0113).

VPLWY0083

Tow Hitch Cover
Help seal your 2-inch tow hitch receiver from dirt or debris with this durable Tow Hitch Cover. Made from rubberized exterior grade plastic, it includes a custom lanyard to help keep the cover safe from loss if accidentally removed.

VPLWY0084

Towing Mirror Extensions
Extend the view of your side mirrors when towing with these premium, detachable towing mirrors supplied in a Land Rover-branded bag.

VPLVT0080

Tow Strap
Includes a storage bag that can be attached as a warning flag to the strap. Maximum load capacity: 6,615 lbs. (Not pictured.)

STC8919AA
The driver-focused Range Rover Sport cockpit puts you firmly in command while surrounding you with style and luxury. Consider augmenting those qualities all the more with a set of waterproof seat covers, sunshades, tread plates or one of the many other available Land Rover accessories.

INTERIOR

Center Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box
Designed for use in the rear seat, this convenient, leather-trimmed cooler/warmer box keeps food and drink chilled or warmed while serving as an armrest.
VPLVS0176

Gearshift Paddles
Anodized, machine polished and hand brushed, these sporty Gearshift Paddles complete the look and feel of your Range Rover Sport’s steering wheel.
Aluminum — VPLVS0187MMU
Aluminum-Red — VPLVS0187CAY
Illuminated Tread Plates
Add an elegant touch to your vehicle with stainless-steel tread plates that illuminate the words "RANGE ROVER" when either front door opens. (Supplied in sets.)
VPLWS0208

Personalized Illuminated Tread Plates
Inject a personal touch in your Range Rover Sport by adding a script of your choice in a variety of fonts that illuminate with subtle white lighting. Available as a full vehicle set or a front pair.
Full Set (Front pair personalized, rear pair illuminated) — VPLWS0209
Front Pair — VPLWS0212

Door Sill Outer Tread Plate
This eye-catching tread plate attaches to the outer door sill and features a laser-etched "SPORT" motif. (Supplied as a set of two for front doors only.)
VPLWS0207

Rear Loadspace Tread Plate Finisher
Helps protect the loadspace lip when loading and unloading cargo.
Ebony — VPLWS0210PVJ
Espresso — VPLWS0210AAM
**Illuminated Rear Loadspace Tread Plate Finisher**
Manufactured from stainless steel with a bright finish, this accessory protects the loadspace trim when loading or unloading, and includes subtle illumination for a stylish touch.

Ebony — VPLWS0211PVJ
Espresso — VPLWS0211AAM

**Rubber Floor Mats**
Designed for the front and second-row seat footwells, these mats include brightly accented Range Rover branding.
VPLWS0190

**Waterproof Seat Covers**
Help keep your seats protected with these durable, machine-washable waterproof covers, tailored specifically for your Range Rover Sport.

Front (Almond) — VPLWS0228SVA
Front (Ebony) — VPLWS0228PVJ
Rear 5 + 2-Seat (Almond) — VPLWS0256SVA
Rear 5 + 2-Seat (Ebony) — VPLWS0256PVJ

**Smoker’s Pack (Not pictured.)**
Receptacle — LR047559
Lighter Element — LR033354
Umbrella Holder (In-Cabin)
Designed to house a small telescopic umbrella from the Range Rover Merchandise Collection, this holder conveniently mounts in the passenger’s footwell. (Requires a power-adjustable passenger seat.)
VPLV50186

Sports Pedal Covers
Made from etched and polished stainless steel, these bright pedal covers add a sporty finishing touch to your vehicle’s existing pedals.
VPLGS0160
Coat Hanger
Made from rounded chrome metal, this Land Rover-branded hanger easily attaches to the back of the front-seat headrest, helping to keep your clothes looking sharp.
VPLVS0167

Bumper Protector
Shield your vehicle’s rear bumper from scratches and scuffs — and your clothing from dirt — when loading and unloading cargo with this handy, pull-out protector. Stows conveniently beneath the loadspace floor when not in use.
VPLVS0179

Ski Bag
Carry up to two pairs of skis and poles (up to 70” in length) in a Land Rover-branded ski/snowboard bag. Made from durable polyester, this waterproof bag also includes a removable strap.
VPLGS0166

Windshield Sunshade
Keep the interior of your vehicle cooler — while shielding it from UV sunrays — with this lightweight interior sunshade.
VPLWS0231

Sunshades (Not pictured.)
Tailored specifically for the Range Rover Sport, these easy-to-install blinds help keep the passenger compartment extra comfortable during your travels.
Side Windows — VPLWS0216
Rear Tailgate — VPLWS0217
Electric Cool Bag
Keep items fresh in this 14-quart Electric Cool Bag, featuring a thermostat-controlled temperature. Powered by a 12-volt auxiliary socket, the bag includes an easy-to-clean interior surface. Measures 14" tall x 14" long x 8½" wide.
VUP100140L

Seatback Storage – Standard
A convenient storage system for the rear of the front seats, this accessory includes multiple compartments for carrying small items.
VPLVS0181

Seatback Storage – Premium
Manufactured from the finest materials and featuring soft-touch interior lining and magnetic button clasps, this accessory attaches to the rear of the front seats and includes multiple sections for holding small items.
VPLVS0182
TOURING

It’s often the seemingly “little” things that stand out in your Range Rover ownership experience. The following Land Rover accessories can help you enjoy such benefits.

**Whitefire® Headphones**
Enhance traveling enjoyment for your rear passengers with an extra pair of headphones that work with the Rear Seat Entertainment System. YIN500051

Whitefire is a registered trademark of Unwired Technology LLC. Any use of such marks by Land Rover is under license.

**iPad® Holder**
Mount your iPad to this Land Rover-branded holder that attaches to the vehicle’s headrest posts and features a quick-release design. Your iPad can be displayed in either a portrait or landscape format, and the holder allows easy access to all ports and controls.
Style 1 (fits iPad 1) — VPLVS0164
Style 2 (fits iPad 2 onward) — VPLVS0165
Rechargeable Flashlight
To assist you when unexpected circumstances arise, this durable Land Rover-branded flashlight boasts a 300-lumen output and connects to an integral charging dock in the loadspace area to ensure that it's always ready for use.
VPLWS0188

Warning Triangle
Be prepared in case of emergencies with this warning triangle that stows conveniently in the rear loadspace compartment.
VPLVC0060

Battery Conditioner
For prolonged life and reliability, this Land Rover-branded Battery Conditioner monitors, maintains and diagnoses potential issues related to your Range Rover Sport vehicle battery.
VPLWV0093

Installation Kit (required) — VPLWV0094

Car Cover
Put your vehicle under wraps with a durable, tailored outdoor Car Cover that fends off rain, snow, dust and other elements. Fits and removes quickly and easily.
VPLWC0061
Our plan for a sustainable future.

We take our responsibility to our planet very seriously, with an integrated and innovative approach for a more sustainable business and lower carbon world. As a company, we are committed to:

- Reducing dependency on fossil fuels and the production of man-made CO₂ emissions
- Using fewer resources and creating less waste
- Enthusiising our employees and stakeholders for sustainable business development
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Our accessories are designed to be an integral part of Land Rover vehicles. While many items such as roof carriers are simple to fit, some products require specialist tools and diagnostic equipment to ensure correct integration with the vehicle structure and electrical systems. Although Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice.

Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and are not all available in every market. Some vehicles are shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted. These products vary from market to market. Please consult your Land Rover Retailer, who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and Retailers are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.

www.landrover.com
Genuine Land Rover KIT assures confidence
Land Rover would like to remind you that accessories that are non-genuine Land Rover are not warranted by Land Rover North America and may not be serviceable at other Land Rover Retailer Centers. If your Land Rover Center or sales guide offers you non-genuine Land Rover parts or accessories, we recommend finding out whether they have a warranty, where they can be serviced, and what company provides these warranties and service.

Please recycle this brochure after use.